Local Journalism Media Making News
Microsoft and newspapers join forces to fight Google
Before founding Outlier Media, Alvarez worked as a senior producer and reporter ... We Need You Your financial support makes our work possible. Support independent local journalism by making a ...
Is local journalism dying? Look closer.
Local Journalism Media Making News
Don Gale: There is no democracy without journalism
Local Journalism Media Making News
Rixon believed this because The Sun Chronicle circulated in Foxboro, and vied with the local weekly (as well as the Patriot Ledger) for both readers and advertising dollars. Theirs was a spirited ...
Jeff Peterson: Making decisions to keep local news alive
It is fashionable in some quarters to say local journalism ... available to many. Journalism is by nature democratizing. What role can it play now, when the two parties are making voting rules ...
Is local journalism dying? Look closer.
Join the CityBeat Press Club, and help keep local journalism alive and well. Like most local news media right now, our readership is at an all-time high, but revenues are at a new low. Since we ...
Support Local Journalism
APG Media ... to journalism and the community on the Eastern Shore. “Connie Connolly has been a backbone and lifeblood for our newspaper and our community. She loves and cares about the Shore and ...
Connolly retires after more than 40 years in journalism
Meeting people and making connections make you a billionaire ... “Of course, all of this can change. Media changes fast.” If anything is certain in local journalism, it is the speed of change. At The ...
The new meaning of new media
which would be made up of 10 individuals representing print and broadcast media, journalism schools and state and local government. The task force would be charged with conducting a study on ...
State senator wants to preserve journalism, eliminate news deserts
Before founding Outlier Media, Alvarez worked as a senior producer and reporter ... We Need You Your financial support makes our work possible. Support independent local journalism by making a ...
Public Press Reporter Nuala Bishari Selected for ProPublica Local Reporting Network Fellowship
If every foundation in the country committed 2 percent of its total grant making (nearly ... venture capital to seed new local journalism efforts, as well as helping to expand and sustain existing ...
Pooled Journalism Funds Could Help Save Local Newspapers
New laws that force Big Tech into payment negotiations with Big Media won't save journalism. Here’s a better way.
Making Big Tech Pay News Outlets Won’t Help Save Independent Journalism
Today, both journalism ... economies. (Local retailing was also a source of much-needed competition and innovation.) Finally, unregulated technologies spawned social media, making it possible ...
Don Gale: There is no democracy without journalism
Automaker expressed frustration Wednesday after a group of Black media executives again ran an ad claiming CEO Mary Barra "refused" to meet with them ...
GM cancels Thursday meeting with Black media executives, plans series of other meetings
That responsibility is an ideal, one I learned by reading The Courier-Journal as a child, delivering news as a young broadcaster and studying journalism in college ... more papers have absentee ...
Al Smith’s journalism was one of good faith, now often missing
This duality encompasses our everyday, making me all the more motivated to represent ... Delta Chi feature-writing award to the Casey Medal for Meritorious Journalism. But with local journalism's ...
Op-Ed: Transgender Visibility Needs to Go Beyond Media Favorites
“We had hoped that the Malaysian media would have given ... what with the ongoing Covid-19 crisis making it more difficult to afford higher education. AD. Remove this ad space by subscribing. Support ...
Sugarbook CEO claims local media misled people regarding his arrest warrant
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Abhinanda Datta, 28, was a field editor with Patch at the time of her death. Her many passions included animals, books, art and causes.
Remembering Abhinanda: A Life Dedicated To Making A Difference
One news group, run by Metric Media ... foundations, local advertisers and individual readers to continue to fund real, independent, fact-based journalism.” “The forces of disinformation ...
Partisan Pa. websites masquerading as local news threaten trust in journalism, new report finds
The idea was first conceived by Free Press, a media equity nonprofit ... The draft legislation suggests establishing a national endowment for local journalism and making public funds “part of a ...
Tax Dollars at Work
Moments before the hearing was set to begin, Google put out its own scathing statement against Microsoft, suggesting that the company was “making ... media firms while leaving local journalism ...
Microsoft and newspapers join forces to fight Google
What is perhaps even more outrageous than the Atlanta attack itself is the tepid overall response from the federal government, local law enforcement, the mainstream news media and the general ... and ...
As a Han Chinese woman in Pittsburgh, I see the Atlanta massacre exposing how media, government and academia fail Asian women
Rockford, a former local TV news anchor, wants to do something about it. He is sponsoring a bill to create a Local Journalism Task Force with the aim of providing local news to underserved communities ...
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